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00:06
I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:23
When people ask how my husband and I chose our children's names, I sometimes say they named
themselves. I remember sifting through baby names during each of my pregnancies, trying to
imagine what it would feel like to call the mystery beings by names chosen for their meaning, or
sound, or for the people they'd connect us to. But each time when we landed on the right name, it
felt like something outside our own inclination had guided us. Sometimes I think my children
belong to their own names more than they belong to me. The vowels, the consonants, the
inflection, the way the name hovers in the air, or skips forward on its own stresses. All of that seem
to come from wherever my children with their fully formed personalities and pre existing tastes
had come from. Still, every name grows on you, draws you into its deeper layers. The Oh, in the
middle of my daughter, Naomi's name is what I hear what I'm calling her in exasperation, begging
her to brush her teeth, and put on her shoes. While we still have a chance of not being late. Those
times that Oh, gets drawn out like a lamination. And when she's happy, playful, and kind to our
younger brothers, those times the eye at the end of her name, draws the corners of my mouth up
into a lingering smile. her brothers also seemed to arrive fully invested in the music and the tenor
of their names, as if they had arrived from a far off old country, refusing to take on new monikers
at the port of entry. Some say we grow into our names that we are molded into the character
they delineate. But I agree with the speaker of today's poem, name. That means Holi in Greek, by
Bay Area poet Kim at a neat co I think the name of a child is too full of never ending wonder to be
anything other than a mystery, a miracle with a long and other worldly history. Name that means
holy in Greek, by Kim at an NCO for Isaiah. Today, I heard your name shouted by a short order
cook flipping scallion pancakes in a grease grind Chinese restaurant. He said it meant Wow.
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Which is the best word I know for the unutterably sublime. Wow, is how I had the dumb luck to
become your young and terrified mother. Not knowing how to hold you in the hospital parking lot.
All your father got the car. It seemed to take a long time. Wow. It seemed to take 10 minutes for
you to get your driver's license and move away to New York. I remember the moment we made
you and knew we had your father lifting himself up off the bed and laughing little Hawk, Sumerian
goddess Katrina that raises the wind. The verses of the Quran are is in Japanese, full of color, or
beauty. The ones inked for me as tomorrow's arrow. The secret ingredient in the chef's special a
marinade containing Ayah first word spoken by a rose last word the trees say at night as they lie
down in the forests and fields. Last sound I'll make if I can still speak at the end, my palindrome
sword storm wind. The slow down is the production of American public media in partnership with
the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to
slow down show.org and sign up for our newsletter and follow the slow down on Instagram and
Twitter at slow down show
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